Muscles And Meridians: The Manipulation Of Shape, 1e
Muscles and Meridians is a unique book that breaks new conceptual ground in the realm of human movement. Exploring the connection between evolutionary biology and Chinese meridians, the volume offers a novel and effective system of diagnosis and treatment of common musculoskeletal disorders. Describes a new model of human movement - the Contractile Field model Offers a rare and serious attempt to look at whole person movement patterns â€“ akin to â€˜Anatomy Trainsâ€™ but with a stronger link to vertebrate evolution and development Suggests that much of our endemic back and leg pain is due to a loss of ease in postures that are â€˜archetypalâ€™ to mankind Offers a profound new understanding of the worldâ€™s oldest medical map, the Chinese meridian map
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Customer Reviews
'The biomechanical and postural concepts emerging from Phillip Beach’s study of contractility and vertebrate movement patterns are revolutionary and clinically relevant to all manual therapists and acupuncturists. They change the way we need to view the body and its behaviour™. Leon Chaitow, Registered Osteopathic Practitioner and Senior Lecturer, University of Westminster, London, UK â€˜Reflecting his extensive education, profound explorations, and years of practical experience,Â Phillip Beach’s ideas braid movement, embryology, and acupuncture into a unique and useful systemic perspective™. Thomas W. Myers, author of Anatomy Trains


as a yoga, pilates, somatic movement teacher, and structural integration practitioner, I am deeply appreciative of books that invite us to explore embodiment and our bodies as a process rather than as machines to be fixed and trained. Phillip Beach has written a very important book that invites us, through his novel contractile fields theory, archetypal postures and meridian map de-coding, to experience the wisdom of our own biological process - beginning with the embryonic field as the primordial state of potential growth. He broadens our concept of movement as what we are - not something we do - which opens our field of potential and invites us to deepen our experience of our human journey. Buy this book now..you won"t want to put it down!

Phillip Beach has synthesized experience he has gained as a DO and acupuncturist into a coherent new model of the human body. This is an important contribution to the field of medicine and movement, and should be read by anyone with a physical body. I can't recommend this book highly enough. If you're interested in the theories and want to know more before purchasing the book, the author has written several papers outlining various pieces of the model that can be accessed through journal databases.

A bit too detailed for me for me, id prefer a more concise bio explanation and more on instructional teaching others and body mechanics to be able to teach a feasible concept.

This is a great book for combining traditional chinese medicine and movement/modern developmental medicine.

A simple explanation for an age old and mysteriously effective system. Philip provides a guide through which we can truly make a difference to our clients and their pain. A return to the simplicity of your childhood and our ancestral roots of development in relating with the ground creates a basis for us to heal ourselves and the embryological explanation of our development explains the turns and twists that must be applied in order to effectively treat anyone suffering. After being both treated and applying these techniques the results, for myself - permanent removal of lower back pain - and
for clients including everything from back pain to the removal of long suffered dizzy spells and headaches and the lift of a foot arch that never existed, I can only rave about it’s simple genius!!!

Osteopath and Acupuncturist Phillip Beach has written a paradigm changing book because he skilfully challenges many of the assumptions we have about the living body, the organisation of movement, and what is important to function at our biomechanical potential as we age, move and live. Beach looks at modelling theory, embryology and the vertebrate body plan to outline a model of the underlying patterns of contractility on a whole living system scale. The Contractile Field model he proposes is novel in many ways. Each field of contractility has a sense organ embedded in it. This is an attempt to place in the model the primacy of our nose/eyes, ears, mouth, tongue, hands feet, genitals, and anus to how and why we employ contractile elements to move ourselves. The sub-occipital region is given great importance. The model creates conceptual space for the visceral musculature, the kidneys and blood which are all mesodermal structures. If we develop this way in-utero, why wouldn’t this view guide us as we continue to develop in the world? Beach outlines each of the fields and explains how they interact and interdepend. I particularly enjoyed his introduction of the term `biomechanical tune’ as a metaphor for a living harmonious body. Beach discusses how we can maintain our biomechanical tune by embracing the floor as a place to live from. He introduces archetypal postures of repose from different cultural contexts as essential self tuning mechanisms that our modern lifestyle neglects. It makes sense when you consider that when we live from chair height, that we would slowly but surely erode approximately one third of our dynamic and functional basis for movement through loss of length-tension relationships and the full opening and closing of joint articulations. Another important practical aspect of this book is the role and importance of the feet. Beach explains that feet are as biologically important as the eyes, ears, nose and hands from a sensory perspective, and he points out important links between the feet and low back through feedback/feedforward neural loops. "Shoes... are sensory deprivation chambers that cut down the raw information we need to stand and walk in our precarious upright manner." Beach recommends walking on pebbles and other tactile surfaces to retain good balance and reduce musculoskeletal pains. I highly recommend this book if you are interested in manual therapy, developmental movement, physical preparation, exercise and ways of restoring the body for full function through a lifespan.
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